
Coordinating Conjunctions

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Herr Paul raised her hand ______ kissed it.1. and

A year ______ two ago there was another charm in the village.2. or

I saw he looked annoyed, ______ not for long.3. but

Few of them had remained with her more than two ______ three weeks.4. or

Now that he had lost, as the cards had been against him, there was
nothing for it ______ to pay up.
5.

but

Not only that, ______ he threatened me in case we persisted in following
him.
6. but

I stood there a minute, ______ then went to the door.7. and

The order is repeated two ______ three times.8. or

He-I find it hard to speak his name-came to the school two ______ three
times a week.
9. or

For the rest, there was nothing to be done ______ to trust to luck.10. but

The tears rolled down ______ fell into the sand.11. and

Some time ______ other, perhaps, you will mention my name to one
whom you love.
12. or

Several attempts were made to raise it, ______ without success, the
springs by which the wings were to be worked always breaking.
13. but

There could be ______ one answer; though I had not seen the spot since
the funeral.
14. but

The idea must be given up: there was nothing for it ______ to hold out to
the last moment.
15. but

I hope you intend to remain here a day ______ two.16. or
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He paused for a second ______ two before he replied.17. or

Then he got up ______ went back to his bunk.18. and

She sank into her chair ______ buried her face in her hands.19. and

The sympathetic stranger crossed to the window ______ looked out.20. and
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